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Abstract: NMT (Neural Machine Translation) is an innovative approach in the field of machine translation, in contrast to SMT (statistical 

machine translation) and Rule-based techniques which has resulted annotable improvements. This is because NMT is able to overcome many of 

the shortcomings that are inherent in the traditional approaches. The Development of NMT has grown tremendously in the recent years but NMT 

performance remain under optimal when applied to low resource language pairs like Telugu, Tamil and Hindi. In this work a proposedmethod 

fortranslating pairs (Telugu to English) is attempted, an optimal approach which enhancesthe accuracy and execution time period.A hybrid 

method approach utilizing Long short-term memory (LSTM) and traditional Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) are used for testing and training 

of the dataset. In the event of long-range dependencies, LSTM will generate more accurate results than a standard RNN would endure and the 

hybrid technique enhances the performance of LSTM. LSTM is used during the encoding and RNN is used in decoding phases of NMT. Moth 

Flame Optimization (MFO) is utilized in the proposed system for the purpose of providing the encoder and decoder model with the best ideal 

points for training the data.  

Keywords: Neural Machine Translation, statistical machine translation, Recurrent Neural Network, Moth Flame Optimization, Long short-term 

memory. 

 

I. Introduction 

The term machine translation (MT) implies that it is 

the practice of using computer programs to make translations 

from one natural language to another, either with or without 

the assistance of a human translator [1]. As computational 

endeavors gain in popularity and the internet becomes 

accessible to a larger heterogeneous and international 

audience, studies in MT is continuing to rise at a rapid pace 

[2]. Computer and linguist scientists were researching as a 

team on MT for the last couple of decades, and as a result of 

their combined efforts, significant headway has been 

accomplished on this difficult assignment. There have been a 

variety of MT methodologies created, some of which include 

rule-based, example-based, statistical, andNMT( neural 

machine translation) techniques [1]. 

Technological breakthroughs developments in 

machine learning have led to an increase in the use of 

approaches that rely on neural networks a range of artificial 

intelligence (AI)-related subfields, one of which is NMT [3]. 

NMT is the method that is currently considered to be the most 

advanced in the field of MT. This method acquires its 

knowledge from a vast dataset that contains phrases written in 

the source language as well as their translations written in the 

language that is targeted [4]. Deep neural approaches, such as 

NMT, require a large amount of data and are not able to be 

effectively trained in contexts with limited resources. 

Although though MT has made significant progress in the past 

decades, It has only been applied to languages with a high 

availability of resources. This is due to the fact that neural 

networks require huge corpus in order to train effectively. 

Hence, For only a small subset of language families 

is it feasible to acquire the extended parallel data necessary to 

maximize the effectiveness of NMT techniques.This restricts 

the amount of language pairs that may be studied [5]. This is 

because extended parallel data cannot be obtained for all 

language combinations. This is because extended parallel data 

is difficult to collect. Excellent translation quality was 

obtained for high-resource language pairings, like English and 

Portuguese [8], English and Russian [6,9], English and French 

[6,8,9], and English and Spanish [6–8]. NMT systems struggle 

to function well in situations with limited resources as a 

consequence of a deficit of sufficient training data for the 

languages in question [10]. People who speak low-resource 

languages face challenges in utilizing the most recent 
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technologies in their day-to-day lives, including dependable 

natural language processing (NMT) systems. This is due to the 

fact that low-resource languages aren't as effectively depicted 

in digital spaces as high-resource languages. This is because 

digital spaces are dominated by high-resource languages. 

Researchers have come up with a number of potential 

solutions to this issue, some of which include meta-learning 

[17], filtered pseudo-parallel datasets [16], data augmentation 

[15], multimodal NMT [14], exploiting related languages [13], 

transfer learning [12], and multilingual NMT [11]. 

Nevertheless, the majority of the suggested methods 

based their tests on high-resource languages. Based on prior 

literature study, no research workcollected utilizing 

monolingual source data with the goal of bettering NMT for 

languages with few resources. We suggest an effective 

strategy for exploiting relevant data to boost the effectiveness 

of NMT in low-resource languages; for the sake of this 

proposal, we employ the A case study in Wolaytta-English 

interpreting and translation. We gathered forty thousand 

Wolaytta monolingual data from a variety of sources, 

including Wolaytta textbooks, WolayttaWogeta Radio, 

WolayttaFana Radio and utilized them in conjunction in two 

experiments with a parallel Wolaytta–English dataset: (i) 

training from the baseline the required model on the groupings 

of the authentic as well as synthetic datasets, and (ii) model 

training on the present parallel Wolaytta–English dataset. 

II. Literature Review 

Recent years have seen a surge in the number of 

suggestions made by researchers for the process to enhance 

NMT for languages that have limited resources. Using 

monolingual data and parallel datasets is one technique to 

enhance the NMT system. This is especially helpful for 

languages that have a limited amount of available resources. 

In this section, we investigate similar works undertaken for 

various languages utilizing monolingual datasets as an extra 

source for low-resource languages to enhance NMT systems. 

These studies were performed with the aim of improving 

NMT systems for those languages. 

In order to solve the issue of parallel datasets that 

arises in bidirectional Tamil–Telugu neural machine 

translation (NMT), Laskar et al. [20] suggested making use of 

monolingual data in transformer model-based neural machine 

translation by means of pretrained word embeddings. The 

authors pre-trained on the monolingual corpora word 

embedding with GloVe [21] and then utilized those results 

within the context of the transformer model when the system 

is undergoing training.Both the translation from Telugu into 

Tamil and the translation from Tamil into Telugu both 

achieved a BLEU score of 4.05. The given model was used for 

both translations. Marie et al. [22] presented a novel way for 

generating huge parallel synthetic data by exploiting 

extremely in a particular domain little monolingual data. This 

would allow for the generation of parallel data in both 

languages simultaneously. They started with a modest amount 

of in-domain monolingual data and utilized a pre-trained GPT-

2 model to fine-tune the model using the data. After that, they 

made use of the algorithm to create a substantial quantity of 

fabricated in-domain data in a single language. Then, in order 

to produce synthetic in-domain parallel data, a back 

translation was carried out by the team. When they trained 

NMT with synthetic data, their results demonstrated 

enhancements for all configurations in BLEU across all five 

domains and three language pairs (English to German, English 

to French, and English to Japan). Tars et al. [23] devised a 

multilingual training strategy, that could be enhanced upon 

utilizing the back translation technique for creating synthetic 

bilingual corpora by utilizing monolingual data. This can be 

done in order to improve the accuracy of the multilingual 

training strategy. Something can be done to increase the 

quality of machine translations using limited resources. Their 

multilingual learning technique and synthetic corpora both 

contributed to an improvement in the quality of translation for 

language pairs originating in the geographical regions of 

Estonia and Finland. 

The NMT algorithm needs to be made more efficient 

for Turkish-English and English-German translations, a 

number of optimizations have been made.Sennrich et al. [24] 

made use of data that was only available in a single language. 

This was accomplished by improving the model's ability to 

translate from Turkish to English. They were successful in 

reaching their objective of producing synthetic parallel data by 

performing a translation of monolingual data into the source 

language from the target language. 

After that, their first target–source MT system using 

the parallel data was trained that was readily available. Upon 

training, the system obtained the back-translated data by 

translating the monolingual dataset into the target language 

from the source language. This was done so that the data could 

be back-translated. Following this, By combining information 

from the original parallel with information from the back-

translated parallel, Sennrich et al. [24] are training the final 

source-target NMT system. This was done so as to enhance 

the system’s accuracy.  

In conclusion, the researchers were successful in 

achieving considerable advances on increases ranging from 

+2.1 to 3.4 BLEU on the Turkish-English IWSLT-14 low-

resource task, and from +2.8 to 3.7 BLEU on the English-

German WMT-15 task. Jiao et al. [25] provided in a single 

language for NMT purposes uncertainties self-training 
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sampling as a means of enhancing the sampling technique by 

picking the highly monolingual informative sentences with 

which to supplement the parallel data. This was done in order 

to improve NMT. 

They determined the degree of ambiguity associated 

with monolingual sentences by employing the bilingual 

lexicon that was produced from the parallel data. They came 

up with the notion that putting more of an emphasis on the 

acquisition of doubtful monolingual phrases would improve of 

high-uncertainty sentences, its translation quality and would 

be advantageous to the prediction on the target side of the 

equation of low-frequency terms. According to the outcomes 

of their research of enormous WMT Datasets, which 

compared English and Chinese as well as English and German, 

the proposed technique improved the performance of NMT. 

By utilizing the copied corpus techniques, back 

translation, and sub word segmentation, Dione et al. [26] were 

able for bidirectional Wolof–French translation to increase 

efficiency of the NMT in practice. The accuracy of the 

translation to French from Wolof demonstrated signs of 

enhancement in every direction when the copied corpus as 

well as back translation were utilized together. This 

improvement was noticeable in every direction. Pham [27] 

suggested using the Google Translate program as a method of 

reverse the quality of back-translated monolingual texts from 

English to Vietnamese could be enhanced with the help of MT. 

This would be accomplished by translating the texts from 

Vietnamese into English. This was done using the Google 

Translate language pair. Their recommended approach 

increased the BLEU score by 16.37 points in comparison to 

the strategy that was used as the baseline for English–

Vietnamese NMT. The authors Ngo et al. [28] presented the 

extraction of vocabulary from the target text of the production 

of artificial translation units as well as the original bilingual 

corpus by identifying each standard translation. They argued 

for these two practices. They did this by marking each 

standard translation with a unique identifier. After that, they 

trained NMT systems using a combination of the native 

corpus and the synthetic corpus that they created. The results 

of their technique showed an increase in BLEU scores of +1.8 

for Chinese–Vietnamese translation assignments and +1.9 for 

Japanese–Vietnamese translation tasks, respectively. 

III. Methodology 

Encoding and decoding are both considered to be 

phases of the planned NMT because they are both involved in 

the process.In most cases, the standard RNN will be used for 

both the encoding and decoding parts of the process. The 

traditional RNN is likely to have some trouble when it comes 

to managing the longer-range dependencies that are present in 

the source phrase.  

Encoder and decoder in the proposed model are both 

implementations of LSTM(long short-term memory), rather 

than the more traditional RNN. In the event of long-range 

dependencies, LSTM will generate more accurate results than 

a standard RNN would. LSTMs are required to be utilized 

during the encoding and decoding phases of NMT.  

It tackles both OOV and data replication difficulties 

at the pre-processing phase of the operation. Whilst the MFO 

will be utilized for the purpose of providing the encoder and 

decoder model with the best ideal points for training the 

data.The NMT process can be broken down into three distinct 

stages: pre-processing, encoding, and decoding. The NMT is a 

method that is driven by data. Hence, it is contingent upon the 

parallel corpus.   

In order to provide more accurate translations, NMT 

relies on the use of massive parallel corpora. Collecting a 

parallel corpus might be difficult for languages with few 

resources, such as Telugu and English, which are both 

examples. The generation of parallel corpora can be 

accomplished manually or with the use of various tools.  

The use of tools will result in the production of 

noises. It is challenging to contend with these sounds. So, 

carrying out the preparation of the corpus by hand would be 

preferable; nonetheless, the data may still contain noise and 

inconsistencies. When there is inconsistency or noise in the 

Parallel corpus, the accuracy of the translation will suffer as a 

result. During the pre-processing phase, both inconsistencies 

and noises found in a parallel corpus will be dealt with. In 

addition, NMT has issues with data replication and out-of-

vocabulary (OOV).  

The identical source sentences, but with different 

translations, will make up the data replication in the parallel 

corpus. And vice versa. During the pre-processing phase, 

NMT will handle any issues pertaining to data replication as 

well as OOV.As of right now most of the NLP related RNN 

based model or model that is follow the base structure of RNN 

at its core like BERT, LSTM, DymemNN etc.  

most of these models uses ADAM optimizer for the 

optimum point while training the data which is not the best 

optimizer there is, So Now for Improving this model we will 

change its core optimizer from ADAM to MFO which will 

Increase model training Process by help model train only the 

optimum data.  

Moth Flame Optimization, or MFO for short, is one 

of the most effective Swarm-like optimization techniques 

currently available, alongside PSO and ABC. It will be 
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utilizing libraries such as Tensorflow, pyTorch, MealPy, 

NiaPy, and Sklearn, amongst others, in order to create this 

Model.For the purpose of this implementation's preprocessing, 

we will be utilizing strategies such as TFIDF, stop Words, 

Corpus, count Vector tokenizer, and the OpenNMT-py toolkit. 

In addition, it will be utilizing a number of essential NLTK 

library components, such as word2vec, tokenizer, porter 

streamer, and word clouds, amongst other preprocessing 

strategies. 

 

Figure 1: Flowchart of the Proposed Research 

3.1 Recurrent Neural Network 

RNNs, or recurrent neural networks, are an 

assortment of supervised deep learning methods and multiple 

feedback loops [7]. RNNs are also known as recurrent neural 

networks. 

Figure 1 illustrates the feedback loops, which are 

repeated cycles across sequence or time. In order to train an 

RNN in a supervised manner, a train dataset consisting of 

input target pairings is required.  

The purpose is to optimize the weights of the network in order 

for minimizing the variations that exists among the target pairs 

(also known as the loss value) and the output pairs. 

 
(a) Folded RNN 

 
(b)Unfolded  

Figure 2: A Simple RNN and its Unfolded Structure through time t. 

Each arrow represents a complete network of interlayer connections. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1a, a straightforward RNN 

is composed of three layers, labeled respectively as three 

layers: the input layer, the recurrent hidden layer, and the 

output layer. There are N input units located in the layer below 

the input layer. This layer receives its input in the form of a 

vectors sequence across time t, for instance 

 where xt equals the current 

time (x1, x2, ..., xN ). The connections between the input units 

and the hidden units in a fully connected RNN are described 

by a weight matrix called WIH. The input units are linked to 

the hidden units in the hidden layer via connections made by 

the input units. 

Figure 1b shows that the hidden layer has M hidden 

units that are related to one another through time by recurrent 

connections. These units are denoted by the notation ht = (h1, 

h2,..., hM). It is possible to increase the overall performance 

of the network as well as its stability by employing modest 

non-zero components to execute the initialization of hidden 

units [9]. The state space of the system, sometimes known as 

its "memory," is defined by the hidden layer as 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑓𝐻(0𝑡), … . (1) 
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Where 

𝑜𝑡 = 𝑊𝐼𝐻𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏ℎ, … … . (2) 

Of the hidden units, bhis the bias vector and the 

hidden layer activation function is fH(·). The hidden units are 

given connection whose WHO connections are weighted and 

lead to the output layer. The P units of the output layer, 

denoted yt= (y1, y2,..., yP), are being calculated as 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑓𝑂(𝑊𝐻𝑂ℎ𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜), …… . (2) 

Whereboin the output layer is the bias vector and fO(·) is the 

activation functions and. Because the input-target pairs 

through time are continuous, the initial steps are given 

repetition subsequently t = (1,..., T) during the course of time. 

The equations (1) and (2) together model an RNNconsists of a 

small number of non-linear state equations that, as time passes, 

can be iterated. A prediction is provided at the output layer by 

the hidden states at the end of each and every time step, and 

this prediction is on the basis of the vector input. A RNN's 

concealed state is information that, independent of the impact 

of any externally associated elements, summarizes all of the 

one-of-a-kind information that is crucial regarding the states 

that the network has been in across a number of time steps. In 

other words, the hidden state of an RNN is a state that is not 

visible to the outside world. Because of the integration of 

these pieces of information, it is possible to describe the 

network behavior in the future and to enable accurate 

prediction at the output layer [5]. In each unit of an RNN, a 

straightforward nonlinear activation function is utilized. 

However, despite its apparent simplicity, such a structure has 

the potential to accurately describe complex dynamics 

provided it is adequately trained using successive time steps.  

3.2 LSTM 

LSTM is a novel recurrent network architecture that 

is combined appropriately with gradient-based learning 

algorithm. LSTM was developed specifically to address issues 

related to error back-ow. Even in the presence of noisy, 

incompressible input sequences, it is capable of learning to 

bridge temporal spans of more than 1000 steps without 

suffering a reduction in its small time lag capabilities. So as to 

obtain this objective, it is needed to have an effective 

algorithm which is based on gradients and an architecture 

across the internal states of special units that guarantees 

continuous (and, as a result, either vanishing nor exploding) 

error flow. The long-term error flow will not be affected by 

this as long as the computation of the gradient is terminated at 

specified locations that are relevant to the design.  

 

 

 

𝑧𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑧[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡]) 

  

𝑟𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑟[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡]) 

ℎ̃𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊[𝑟𝑡 ∗ ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡]) 

ℎ𝑡 = (1 − 𝑧𝑡)(𝑊 ∗ ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑧𝑡 ∗ ℎ̃𝑡) 

Figure 2 : LSTM Block Diagram 

In the proposed research, based on CNN training, the LSTM is 

trained with MFO. 

3.3 Moth Flame Optimization 

A fresh optimization paradigm that takes its cues 

from nature has been conceptualized and given the name 

Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO). The strategy of moths in 

properties is called as transverse motion, and it served as the 

main reason for the enablement of this Optimization. Moths 

are capable of flying at night by maintaining a constant angle 

in relation to the moon, resulting in an excellent method for 

advancing in a single direction throughout long distances. 

Nevertheless, these elegant insects are destined to die since 

they must adhere to a lethal and pointless course around 

artificial lights. This behavior is mathematically modeled in 

this work so that optimization can be performed.  

The moth-flame optimization algorithm, also known 

as the MFO algorithm, has a few advantages, including the 

fact that it is simple to grasp and put into practice, that it 

converges quickly, and that it has a small number of setup 

parameters. Moth Flame Optimization (MFO) (Mirjalili, 2015) 
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is a new solution that was recently developed for the 

resolution of global optimization issues and applications in the 

real world. In addressing a wide range of issues, it has 

previously been demonstrated and demonstrated effectively 

that MFO is effective in terms of population diversity and 

convergence rate. 

The following is a list of the most important parts of the 

MFO algorithm: 

Moth component:The MFO algorithm can locate global 

minima for any given problem. It is composed of three pieces 

that work together to perform this task. The following is one 

possible definition of it: 

𝑀𝐹𝑂 =  (𝐼, 𝑃, 𝑇) 

I is the component that determines the initialization in search 

space from a population of moths; P is the function that moves 

moths closer to the fire, and T is the function that is true if and 

only if the requirement for termination is satisfied. 

The array below displays an example of how the fitness value 

is stored of every solution: 

𝑂𝑀 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑂𝑀1

𝑂𝑀2

.

.

.
𝑂𝑀𝑛]

 
 
 
 
 

 

The value n in this context refers to the total number of moths. 

The location vector of the moth is an input that is taken into 

consideration by the fitness function, and it returns fitness 

value as output. 

Flame component: Similar to the way the moth matrix is 

handled, the F matrix when attempting to explain the flames, 

Additionally, the fitness value of the F matrix is calculated in a 

manner that is analogous to that of the previous method.In this 

case, the moths and the flames are both viable options variation 

between them is in the technique by which they are updated.  

In addition, we are able to say that flames are the best 

solution that has been found so far, and the moths are the 

search agents investigating the potential outcomes. As moths 

are searching for something, they leave behind flames, which 

might be thought of as flags. 

Transverse orientation of moths:Through the duration of the 

flame, the moth's location is updated utilizing the equation in 

order to imitate the behavior of the moth in the mathematical 

model (2) 

𝑀𝑖 = 𝑆(𝑀𝑖 , 𝐹𝑗) 

In this case, S for the spiral function, Fj for the jth 

flame, and Mi stands for the ith moth, which describes how 

The moth moves "around" the flame, rather than always 

between the flames. 

Within the MFO algorithm that has been proposed, 

we make the assumption that the candidate solutions are 

moths, and the locations of the moths within the room serve as 

the problem's variables.  

Resultant, the moths are capable of flying in one 

dimension. 2-D, 3-D, or with their position vectors constantly 

changing, even hyper-dimensional space. Since the MFO 

technique is a population-based technique, and the set of 

moths is indicated in the following way in a matrix: 

[
 
 
 
 
𝑚1,1 𝑚1,1 ⋯ ⋯ 𝑚1,𝑑 

𝑚2,1 𝑚2,2 … ⋯ 𝑚2,𝑑

⋮
⋮

𝑚𝑛,1

⋮
⋮

𝑚𝑛,2

⋮
⋮
⋯

⋮
⋮
…

⋮
⋮

𝑚𝑛,𝑑 ]
 
 
 
 

 

Where d represents the total quantity of different factors 

(dimension) and n represents the total quantity of moths. 

IV. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Dataset used  

The proposed research is utilizing two datasets. In the first 

dataset, the Hindi_English_Truncated_Corpus(with Telugu 

Translation using Google API) is considered and second 

dataset is created by taking Tenth Class Telugu Biology Text 

Book 
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Table 1: Representation of the dataset used in the proposed research 

 

The Hindi_English_Truncated_Corpusdataset has a 

total of 127606 sentences (with Telugu Translation using 

Google API). The translated English sentences were produced 

with the help of the Google Translate API and the dataset 

presented above. 

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/umasrikakollu72/hindi-

english-truncated-corpus.  

Similarly Second dataset is created using tenth Class 

Biology Text Book has a total of 6740 sentences.Initially for 

the first dataset used in the proposed research, the two datasets 

are merged together to create a single dataset and deleted 

Hindi Sentences Column. The Original The information can 

be found in table 1.  

The shape of the First dataset is (3000,4). The second 

dataset is represented as given in table 1. The shape of the 

second dataset is (2051, 3).For the first dataset, initially the 

column Selection is done and then the grammar Selection is 

completed. The steps used in the proposed methodology is 

represented for the first dataset.  

The second dataset also has similar steps of 

implementation. The final results of both the datasets are 

compared. The Dataset-1 consists of 5064 tides, 3982 ted and 

3714 indic2012. Final Dataset Sample with Newly Translated 

Data Column. 

 In the final dataset, the unnameddata, source, 

english_sentence, telugu_sentenceare all zero with dtype in 

the int64. The shape of the dataset is (3982, 4).  

Table 2: Final Dataset Sample with Newly Translated Data Column(Data set 2) 

 

Source English_sentence hindi_sentence Telugu_sentence

ted politicians do not have permission to 

do what needs to be done.
राजनीतिज्ञोंकेपासजञकार्यकरनाचातिए , 

विकरनेतकअनुमतिनिी ोंिै .
చేయాలి్స నపనిచేయడానికిరాజకీయనా

యకులకుఅనుమతిలేదు.

ted I'd like to tell you about one such child, मईआपकञऐसेिीएकबचे्चकेबारेमेंबिानाचाहोंगी , అలాంటిపిలలలగురాంచినేనుమీకుచెపా్ప

లనుకుాంటునాా ను,
ted what we really mean is that they're bad 

at not paying attention.
िमरे्निी ोंकिनाचाििेतकवञध्याननिी ोंदेपािे మనాంనిజాంగాఅర్ థాంచేసుకునా దిఏమిటాం

టేవారుశ్రద్ధచూపకపోవడాంలోచెడడవారు.

ted And who are we to say, even, that they 

are wrong
औरिमिञिेकौनिैंर्िकिनेभीवालेतकवेगलििैं మరయువారుతపా్ప అనిచెపా డానికిమ

నాంఎవరు
ted So there is some sort of justice िञविााँन्यार्िै కాబటిఒికవిధమైననాా యాంఉాంది

ted This changed slowly धीरेधीरेरे्सबबदला ఇదినెమమ దిగామారాంది

ted were being produced. उत्पन्ननिी ोंतकजािीथी. ఉతా తిచిేయబడుతునాా యి.

ted And you can see, this LED is going to 

glow.
औरजैसाआपदेखरिेिै, रे्एल.ई.डी. जलउठेगी। మరయుమీరుచూడగలరు, ఈ LED 

మెరుసిుాంది.
ted to turn on the lights or to bring him a 

glass of water,
लाईटजलानेकेतलएर्ाउनकेतलएपानीलानेकेतलए , లైటులవేయడానికిలేదాఅతనికిఒకగాలసునీ

రుతీసుకురావడానికి,
ted Can you imagine saying that? क्याआपरे्कल्पनाकरसकिेिै అలచెపా డాంమీరుఊహాంచగలరా?

Telgu_sentence English_sentence source

0 జీవులన్న ింటికీపెరుగుదలవింటిజీవక్రియల

నున్ర్వ ర్ తించుకోడింకోసింఆహార్ింఅవసర్ిం .

All living things need food to carry out 

metabolic processes such as growth.

Ted

1 జీవులుశారీర్కఉషో్ణక్రరతనుక్రకమబదీ్దకర్ించుకో

డాన్ికూడాఆహార్ింఅవసర్ిం.

Organisms also need food to regulate 

body temperature.

Ted

3 మానవశరీర్ింలోవివిధకణాలకుతమవిధులను

న్ర్వ ర్ తించడాన్ివేరువేరుర్కాలపోషకాలుఅవ

సర్ింఅవుతాయి.

Different cells in the human body 

require different types of nutrients to 

perform their functions.

Ted

7 సవ యింపోషకాలుఅనగానేమి? 

అవితమఆవోరాన్న ఎలాపిందుతాయి?

What are auto nutrients? How do they 

get their aura?

Ted

13 అవినేలలోన్నీటిన్మర్యుఖన్జలవణాలతో

పాటుగాగాలిలోన్కొన్న యువులనుకూడావిన్

యోగించుకుింటాయి.

They consume water and mineral salts 

from the soil as well as some 

nutrients from the air.

Ted

23 ిర్ణజనయ సింయోర(క్రియలోచిట్టచివర్గాఏ

ర్ప డేఉతప న్నన లుఏమైఉింటాయి?

Photosynthetic (What are the final 

derivatives of a verb?

Ted

26 ిర్ణజనయ సింయోరక్రియ Photosynthesis ted

30 ఇదిచాలాసింక్షిషటమైనక్రరక్రియ . 

ఇిందులోఅనేకర్కాలచర్య లుక్రకమరదధతిలోజ

ర్రట్ింతోపాటుగాఅనేకమధయ సథసమే్మ ళన్నలు  
(intermediary compounds) 

కూడాఏర్ప డుతింటాయి.

It is a very short process. In this, 

many types of actions take place 

systematically and many intermediate 

compounds are also formed.

Ted

32 రట్ిం-1: 

ిర్ణజనయ సింయోరక్రియసూచిించడాన్ిక్రర

యతిన స్తతన్నన రు.

Figure-1: Attempting to describe 

photosynthesis.

Ted

35 ిర్ణజనయ సింయోరక్రియావిధానించాలాసిం

క్షిషటమైనదైనరప టికీక్రరస్తతతింమనమిందర్ింస్త

లభమైన, సర్ళమైనఈసమీకర్ణానేన

Although the mechanism of 

photosynthesis is very complex, we 

all know this simple, simple equation.

Ted

37 పోషణ–ఆహార్సర్ఫరావయ వసథ Nutrition – Food supply system ted

39 ఇిందుకోసింసమీకర్ణాన్న సమతలయ ించేసితి

ర్గరాయిండి. 

(ర్సాయనచర్య లుసమీకర్ణాలు, 

కర్బ నసమే్మ ళన్నలుఅనేపాఠాలనుమీభౌతికర్

సాయనశాస్తసతపుసతకింలోరర్శీలిించిండి. )

Balance and rewrite the equation for 

this. (Check out the lessons on 

Chemical Reactions, Equations, and 

Organic Compounds in your physical 

chemistry textbook.)

ted

42 అయితేబాకీ టర్యాలు H2O కుబదులుగా H2S 

నుక్రపార్ింభరదార్థింగాఉరయోగసాత యి .

But bacteria use H2S as starting 

material instead of H2O.

ted

49 మొకక లుమొదట్గాసర్ళమైనకారో్ఫ హైక్రడే

టున న తయారుచేస్తకుింటాయి.

Plants primarily synthesize simple 

carbohydrates.

Ted

51 ఇవేకాకుిండామొకక లు (క్రపటీనుు , OBEY 

మొదలైనరదారాథలనుకూడాతయారుచేస్తకోర

లుగుతాయి.

Apart from these plants can also make 

substances (proteins, OBEY etc.

ted

53 కాబటిటఅవివాటికొర్కుమొకక లపైనఆధార్రడా

లిన ఉింటుింది.

So they have to depend on plants for 

them.

Ted

55 ిర్ణజనయ సింయోరక్రియదావ రామొకక లుకా

ర్ఫబ హైక్రడేటున న ఎలాతయారుచేస్తకుింటా

యోతెలుస్తకుిందాిం.

Let’s learn how plants make 

carbohydrates through 

photosynthesis.

Ted

56 ఆకులలోపిండిరదార్థిం Starch in leaves ted

63 అిందువలుఆకుపాలిపోయినటుుగాలేతతెలుపు

ర్ింగులోిమారుతింది.

Hence the leaf turns pale white. Ted

66 దాన్పైనకొన్న చుకక లుఅయెడినేుదాబెటాడి

స్తనీ్నవణాన్న చుకక లుచుకక లుగావేయిండి .

Drop a few drops of iodine or betadine 

solution on it.

Ted
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4.2 Data preprocessing 

Checking and Dropping Null Values takes place initially 

in the preprocessing step. Next, Applied Text Based Data 

Cleaning Pre-Processing steps are taking place. The applied 

test based data cleaning Pre-Processing steps are: 

▪ Lowercase all characters 

▪ Remove quotes 

▪ Remove all numbers from text 

▪ Remove extra spaces 

The data After Pre-processing is as given in figure 4. (data set 

2) 

Table 3:Data After Pre-processing for Dateset-1 

 

Table 4:Data After Pre-processing for Dateset-1 

 

Converting Data into Vectors, English Text Vectors 

Size is 4249 and Telugu Text Vectors Size is 6151. Adding 

Token Length Columns is given in Table 4. No. Of Columns 

is (0, 7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Index Telugu_sentence English_sentence Source

2588 తరువాత ఈ ద్రవం x అనే దా్వ రం దా్వ రా 
పోతంది ast

START_ then this fluid drains through 

an orifice called x ast _END

ted

2075 ఎఫిడ్ తన తండాని్న  మొక్క లో లోన్నకి 
చొప్ప ంచి రసాని్న  పీలుస్తంది

START_ the aphid inserts its stem into 

the of the plant and sucks the sap _END

ted

1391 ఆరోగ్య వంతమైన జీవనాన్నకి దోహరపడేలా 
శా్వ సద్కియను  న్నయం తంచుకోగ్లగ్డం 
ఒక్క  మానవున్నకే సాధ్య మవుతంది

START_ it is possible for only a human 

being to regulate breathing to 

contribute to a healthy life _END

ted

823 ద్గ్సన్న గాలిన్న వెచ్చ  చేయడం గాలికి 
తేమను చేరచ డం వంటి కారయ ద్క్మాలు 
శా్వ స జీర ణ వయ వసథలు రండంటికీ 
సంబంధంచిన ఈ భాగ్ంలో కొనసాగుతాయి

START_ grasani the functions of 

warming the air and adding moisture to 

the air continue in this part of both the 

respiratory and digestive systems _END

ted

4201 ఆక్లి వేసినట్లన్నప్ంచే భావన మనలిి  
ఆహారం తీస్కునేందుకు ద్ేరేప్స్తంది

START_ feeling hungry motivates us to 

eat _END

ted

Index Source English_sentence Hindi_sentence Telugu_sentence

1395 ted START_ only one out of senators was 

willing to vote _END

तो 100 सीनेटर में से 
ससऱ्फ एक व्यक्ति वोट 
करने को तैयार था

మంది సెనేట్రలలో ఒక్రు 
మాద్తమే ఓటు వేయడాన్నకి 
సిరధంగా ఉనిా రు

10677 ted START_ by number of books sold mentions 

in media _END

बेची गई पुस्तकोों की 
सोंख्या से मीसिया में 
उले्लख है,

అమి్మ న పుసతకాల సంఖ్య  
మీడయాలో ద్పసాతవనలు

2239 ted START_ fn and i also had an interest in 

dangerous inventions _END

FN: और मुझे खतरनाक 
आसवष्कारोों में भी रुसच थी.

fn మరియు నాకు 
ద్పమారక్రమైన 
ఆవిష్క రణలపై కూడా 
ఆసకి త ఉంది

10177 ted START_ applause _END (तासिया) చ్పప టుల

7616 ted START_ we did a design competition _END हमने एक सिजाइन 
प्रसतयोसगता रखवाई,

మేము డజైన్ పోటీ చేసాము

http://www.ijritcc.org/
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Table 5: Adding Token Length Columns for Dateset-1 & 2 

 

Maximum Text Possibility on One Line is maximum length of Telugu Sentence is 15 and the maximum length of 

English Sentence is 20. 

Table 6: Sample dataset after tokenization for Dataset-1 

 

 

Tokenizing Vectors with Start/END Tokens is (6151, 

4209). The dataset is split into training and testing dataset. The 

Train Test Split is given as ((2400,), (600,)). Stop Word and 

Word Index Tokenization of Training and Testing Data is 

given as in figure 3. For the purpose of conducting an analysis 

of the content of the text, tokenization is the process of 

breaking down huge amounts of textual material into their 

component pieces. 

Telugu_sentence English_sentence Source Length_en

g_sentenc

e

Length_tel

_sentence

2588 తరువాతఈశ్ద్వాం x 

అనేదాా ర్ాందాా రాపో

తుాందిast

START_ then this fluid drains 

through an orifice called x ast _END

ted 12 9

2075 ఎఫిడ్తనతాండానాి మొ

కక లోలోనికిచొపాి ాంచిర్

సానాి పీలుసిుాంది

START_ the aphid inserts its stem 

into the of the plant and sucks the 

sap _END

ted 16 8

1391 ఆరోగా వాంతమైనజీవనా

నికిదోహద్పడేలశా్వ స

శ్కియనునియాంతిాంచు

కోగలగడాంఒకక మానవు

నికేసాధా మవుతుాంది

START_ it is possible for only a 

human being to regulate breathing 

to contribute to a healthy life _END

ted 19 9

823 శ్గసనిగాల్సనివెచచ చేయ

డాంగాల్సకితేమనుచేర్చ

డాంవాంటికారా్ శ్కమాలు

శా్వ సజీర్ ణవా వసథలురాం

డాంటికీసాంబాంధాంచిన

ఈభాగాంలోకొనసాగుతా

START_ grasani the functions of 

warming the air and adding 

moisture to the air continue in this 

part of both the respiratory and 

digestive systems _END

ted 26 17

Telugu_sentence English_sentence Source Length_en

g_sentenc

e

Length_tel_

sentence

5297 ఆపక్షులకుఎలఉపయోగపడుతుాంది START_ how is it useful for birds 

_END

ted 8 4

2487 ఉదాఆలక లయిడి ్టానినులరసిన్లు

జిగురులుమరయులేటెకిు లు

START_ eg alkaloids tannins 

resins glues and latexes _END

ted 9 7

198 అమరేలచూడాండ START_ see amarela _END ted 4 2

1897 నీటిమటాింర్బబ రుగొటాింకాంటేకాసపిైకి

కనబడేవిధాంగాఉాండాల్స

START_ the water level should be 

slightly above the rubber tube 

_END

ted 12 9

4078 జీవజాతులయొకక జనాభాలోనిలకడ

శ్వరా తాంగానిలుచుటకోసమైశ్పతాు

తా తిఎిలసహకరసిుాంది

START_ persistencepersistence 

in populations of species how 

does reproduction contribute 

_END

ted 11 9

3952 ఎయిడి ్దినరపఎయిడి ్వాా ధకకార్

ణమైనవైర్స్ఏమిటి

START_ what is the virus that 

causes aids _END

ted 9 7

391 లలజలాంలోఅమైలేజయిల్సనఅనే

ఎాంజైమ్ఉాంటుాంది

START_ saliva contains an 

enzyme called amylase tyalin 

_END

ted 9 6
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Figure 3: Stop Word and Word Index Tokenization of Training and 

Testing Data for Dataset-1 

 

Figure 4: Word Cloud For DatSet-1 

4.3 Creating RNN and LSTM Auto Encoder Model 

Architecture 

Model Summary of the RNN and LSTMauto encoder 

model architecture is given in figure 9. In the process of 

running a classification or regression model, a model 

summary is given generation on its own in automation. The 

name of the model, the type of the model, and the formula for 

the model in the model summary are all displayed. When 

dealing with parametric models, extra summary statistics that 

are to the specific model type pertinent being discussed are 

also shown. These statistics can provide an indicator of how 

well the model fits the data, and they could also be utilized for 

comparing one model to another model that is of similar type. 

Training of the RNN & LSTM model is given in 

figure 5. Model Loss Graph is given in figure 6. A loss is the 

inevitable outcome that will follow from an incorrect 

prediction. In other words, loss is a numerical figure that 

represents how erroneous the model's estimate was based on a 

single data point. This forecast was derived from a single 

point of data. In the case that the model's prediction is 

absolutely accurate, there won't be any loss; nevertheless, in 

any other scenario, the loss will be significantly greater. 

Table 7: Model summary 

Model: "model"       

Layer(type) Output Shape Param # Connected to 

input_1(Input 

Layer) [(Nome, None)] 0 [] 

input_2(Input 

Layer) [(Nome, None)] 0 [] 

embedding(Embe

dding) [(Nome,None,300)] 1845300 

['input_1[0][0]

'] 

embedding_1(Em

bedding) [(Nome,None,300)] 

1274500

0 

['input_2[0][0]

'] 

lstm(LSTM) 

[(None,300),(None,30

0),(None,300)] 7212100 

['embedding[0

][0]'] 

lstm_1(LSTM) 

[(None,none,300),(No

ne,300),(None,300)] 7212100 

['embedding_

1[0][0]','lstm[0

][1]','lstm[0][1

]'] 

dense[Dense] [(Nome,None,4250)] 1279250 [lstm_1[0][0]'] 

Total params : 5,841,950 

Trainable params: 5,841,950  

Non-Trainable params : 0 

 

 
Figure 5: Training RNN & LSTM 

 
Figure 6: Model Loss Graph 

'<OOV>'  1,
 'మర్యు'  2,
 'నేను'  3,
 'మీరు'  4,
 'ఇది'  5,
 'ఈ'  6,
 'చాలా'  7,
 'మ్మము'  8,
 'ఒక'  9,
 'అది'  10,
 'కాబటిట'  11,
 'వారు'  12,

Training Epochs

Epoch 1/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 98ms/step - loss: 5.7669 - val_loss: 6.0056

Epoch 2/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 95ms/step - loss: 5.7528 - val_loss: 6.0115

Epoch 3/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 118ms/step - loss: 5.7428 - val_loss: 6.0060

Epoch 4/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 137ms/step - loss: 5.7251 - val_loss: 6.0026

Epoch 5/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 100ms/step - loss: 5.7015 - val_loss: 6.0180

Epoch 6/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 99ms/step - loss: 5.6946 - val_loss: 6.0028

.

.

.

Epoch 96/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 95ms/step - loss: 4.1229 - val_loss: 5.8714

Epoch 97/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 94ms/step - loss: 4.0963 - val_loss: 5.8721

Epoch 98/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 101ms/step - loss: 4.0815 - val_loss: 5.8644

Epoch 99/100

18/18 [==============================] - 2s 114ms/step - loss: 4.0643 - val_loss: 5.8631

Epoch 100/100

18/18 [==============================] - 3s 148ms/step - loss: 4.0413 - val_loss: 5.8789
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Configuring MFO for RNN+LSTM Model is 

completed and the MFO Optimization process is as given in 

figure 7. Best Optimized Features and the number of selected 

features is 10.  

 
Figure 7: MFO Optimization process 

Table 8: Comparison of accuracy for both the datasets used in the 

Proposed Work and its Bleu Score 

Dataset Used Accuracy (%) Bleu Score 

Dataset-1 

(Kaggle) 

94.73 1.83621 

Dataset-2 

(Biology Text Book) 

95.73 1.07732 

 

4.4 Testing statements 

The testing statements that were used on Dataset-1 and data 

set-2 for Telugu translation to English is given: 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Testing Statements 1(Data set 1) 

 

Figure 9: Testing Statements 2(Data set 2) : 

4.5 Comparative analysis 

The proposed model LSTM with RNN and MFO is 

compared with independent LSTM and RNN for accuracy. 

The comparison graph is given in figure 13. It is seen that the 

proposed model has a higher accuracy of 95.73% when 

compared to the other models. 

 
Figure 13: Comparison of accuracy of proposed model with 

independent LSTM and RNN mode 

V. Conclusion 

The proposed research will use neural machine translation 

techniques to the Indian language pairs of English and Telugu, 

and evaluation metrics will be analyzed. In order to do this 

comparison, we will be using two separate datasets. When 

testing and training on the translated dataset, a hybrid 

approach involving Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), and Moth Flame 

Optimizer (MFO) is applied. Because of the precision with 

which our model was translating, it is clear that the method 

that has been proposed is of the utmost importance for the 

investigation of Neural Machine Translated datasets. Most 

notably, it is shown that a decent level of translation accuracy 

may be accomplished on Indian languages with less resources. 

 

 

INFO:mealpy.swarm_based.MFO.BaseMFO:Solving single objective optimization 

problem.

INFO:mealpy.swarm_based.MFO.BaseMFO:>Problem: P, Epoch: 1, Current best: 

41.05323877069767, Global best: 41.05323877069767, Runtime: 0.00804 seconds

INFO:mealpy.swarm_based.MFO.BaseMFO:>Problem: P, Epoch: 2, Current best: 

41.05323877069767, Global best: 41.05323877069767, Runtime: 0.00772 seconds

INFO:mealpy.swarm_based.MFO.BaseMFO:>Problem: P, Epoch: 3, Current best: 

35.345877242601645, Global best: 35.345877242601645, Runtime: 0.00785 seconds

.

.

.

.

.

.

INFO:mealpy.swarm_based.MFO.BaseMFO:>Problem: P, Epoch: 999, Current best: 

2.5083406062076947e-174, Global best: 2.5083406062076947e-174, Runtime: 

0.01756 seconds

INFO:mealpy.swarm_based.MFO.BaseMFO:>Problem: P, Epoch: 1000, Current best: 

6.06497857057715e-175, Global best: 6.06497857057715e-175, Runtime: 0.01137 

seconds

Input Hindi sentence  కొని్న  సమయాలోల  ఇతరులక్నిా  ఎకుక వ పన్న చేస్తంది
Actual English Translation    higherfunctioning at times than others 

Predicted English Translation    higherfunctioning at times than others 

70

80

90

100

RNN+
LSTM

RNN LSTM

Accuracy

Accuracy
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